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Magnetostática



Ímãs permanentes interagem entre si
Força magnética: força entre ímãs



Correntes interagem entre si por 
forças magnéticas

5.1 The Lorentz Force Law 211

Battery Battery

(a) Currents in opposite
     directions repel.

(b) Currents in same
      directions attract.

+ − + −

FIGURE 5.2

Whatever force accounts for the attraction of parallel currents and the repulsion
of antiparallel ones is not electrostatic in nature. It is our first encounter with a
magnetic force. Whereas a stationary charge produces only an electric field E in
the space around it, a moving charge generates, in addition, a magnetic field B.
In fact, magnetic fields are a lot easier to detect, in practice—all you need is a
Boy Scout compass. How these devices work is irrelevant at the moment; it is
enough to know that the needle points in the direction of the local magnetic field.
Ordinarily, this means north, in response to the earth’s magnetic field, but in the
laboratory, where typical fields may be hundreds of times stronger than that, the
compass indicates the direction of whatever magnetic field is present.
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Forças entre correntes



Experiência de Oersted: correntes 
interagem com ímãs

Experiência de Oersted: primeiro 
“contato” entre eletricidade e 
magnetismo.



Campo de uma corrente: 
experiência de Oersted
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Efeito de um campo magnético 
sobre uma corrente
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where m is the particle’s mass and p = mv is its momentum. Equation 5.3 is
known as the cyclotron formula because it describes the motion of a particle in a
cyclotron—the first of the modern particle accelerators. It also suggests a simple
experimental technique for finding the momentum of a charged particle: send it
through a region of known magnetic field, and measure the radius of its trajectory.
This is in fact the standard means for determining the momenta of elementary
particles.

I assumed that the charge moves in a plane perpendicular to B. If it starts out
with some additional speed v‖ parallel to B, this component of the motion is
unaffected by the magnetic field, and the particle moves in a helix (Fig. 5.6). The
radius is still given by Eq. 5.3, but the velocity in question is now the component
perpendicular to B, v⊥.

Example 5.2. Cycloid Motion. A more exotic trajectory occurs if we include
a uniform electric field, at right angles to the magnetic one. Suppose, for instance,
that B points in the x-direction, and E in the z-direction, as shown in Fig. 5.7.
A positive charge is released from the origin; what path will it follow?

Solution
Let’s think it through qualitatively, first. Initially, the particle is at rest, so the mag-
netic force is zero, and the electric field accelerates the charge in the z-direction.
As it picks up speed, a magnetic force develops which, according to Eq. 5.1, pulls
the charge around to the right. The faster it goes, the stronger Fmag becomes;
eventually, it curves the particle back around towards the y axis. At this point the
charge is moving against the electrical force, so it begins to slow down—the mag-
netic force then decreases, and the electrical force takes over, bringing the particle
to rest at point a, in Fig. 5.7. There the entire process commences anew, carrying
the particle over to point b, and so on.

Now let’s do it quantitatively. There being no force in the x-direction, the posi-
tion of the particle at any time t can be described by the vector (0, y(t), z(t)); the
velocity is therefore



Relação entre a corrente e a 
densidade de carga



Força magnética sobre fios de 
correntes





Força magnética sobre correntes 
superficiais
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normal force plays the same passive (but crucial) role as the magnetic force in
Ex. 5.3: while doing no work itself, it redirects the efforts of the active agent
(you, or the battery, as the case may be), from horizontal to vertical.

When charge flows over a surface, we describe it by the surface current den-
sity, K, defined as follows: Consider a “ribbon” of infinitesimal width dl⊥, run-
ning parallel to the flow (Fig. 5.13). If the current in this ribbon is dI, the surface
current density is

K ≡ dI
dl⊥

. (5.22)

In words, K is the current per unit width. In particular, if the (mobile) surface
charge density is σ and its velocity is v, then

K = σv. (5.23)

In general, K will vary from point to point over the surface, reflecting variations
in σ and/or v. The magnetic force on the surface current is

Fmag =
∫

(v × B)σ da =
∫

(K × B) da. (5.24)

Caveat: Just as E suffers a discontinuity at a surface charge, so B is discontinuous
at a surface current. In Eq. 5.24, you must be careful to use the average field, just
as we did in Sect. 2.5.3.

When the flow of charge is distributed throughout a three-dimensional region,
we describe it by the volume current density, J, defined as follows: Consider a
“tube” of infinitesimal cross section da⊥, running parallel to the flow (Fig. 5.14).
If the current in this tube is dI, the volume current density is

J ≡ dI
da⊥

. (5.25)

In words, J is the current per unit area. If the (mobile) volume charge density is
ρ and the velocity is v, then

J = ρv. (5.26)

dl⊥
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The magnetic force on a volume current is therefore

Fmag =
∫

(v × B)ρ dτ =
∫

(J × B) dτ. (5.27)

Example 5.4.

(a) A current I is uniformly distributed over a wire of circular cross section, with
radius a (Fig. 5.15). Find the volume current density J .

Solution
The area (perpendicular to the flow) is πa2, so

J = I
πa2

.

This was trivial because the current density was uniform.

(b) Suppose the current density in the wire is proportional to the distance from the
axis,

J = ks

(for some constant k). Find the total current in the wire.

a
I

FIGURE 5.15

ds
sdφ

FIGURE 5.16

Solution
Because J varies with s, we must integrate Eq. 5.25. The current through the
shaded patch (Fig. 5.16) is Jda⊥, and da⊥ = s ds dφ. So

I =
∫

(ks)(s ds dφ) = 2πk
∫ a

0
s2 ds = 2πka3

3
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Elementos de correntes
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Corrente que atravessa uma superfície



Lei de conservação (local) da carga














